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Abstract

Background—Fatigue ranks among the most common and disabling symptoms in MS. Recent 

theoretical works have surmised that this trait might be related to alterations across interoceptive 

mechanisms. However, this hypothesis has not been empirically evaluated.
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Objectives—To determine whether fatigue in multiple sclerosis patients is associated with 

specific behavioral, structural and functional disruptions of the interoceptive domain.

Methods—Fatigue levels were established via the modified fatigue impact scale. Interoception 

was evaluated through a robust measure indexed by the heartbeat detection task. Structural and 

functional connectivity properties of key interoceptive hubs were tested by MRI and resting-state 

functional MRI. Machine learning analyses were employed to perform pairwise classifications.

Results—Only patients with fatigue presented with decreased interoceptive accuracy alongside 

decreased gray matter volume and increased functional connectivity in core interoceptive regions, 

the insula and the anterior cingulate cortex. Each of these alterations was positively associated 

with fatigue. Finally, machine-learning analysis with a combination of the above interoceptive 

indices (behavioral, structural, and functional), successfully discriminated (area under the curve > 

90%) fatigued patients from both non-fatigued and healthy controls.

Conclusions—This study offers unprecedented evidence suggesting that disruptions of 

neurocognitive markers subserving interoception may constitute a signature of fatigue in MS.
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Introduction

Fatigue (i.e., extreme and persistent mental and/or physical exhaustion or lack of energy) is 

the most invalidating and frequent symptom of MS, affecting 50 to 90% of patients (1). 

Although the pathophysiology of this dysfunction is poorly understood, a recent hypothesis 

suggests that its varied manifestations may be related to core interoceptive deficits –i.e., 

disruptions in inner-body-signal processing (2, 3).

Interoception refers to the sensing and monitoring of inner bodily states, as mapped through 

hormonal, immunological, metabolic, thermal, nociceptive, and visceromotor signals (4). 

These inner cues are integrated into the brain stem and relayed to the insula and anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC) to maintain homeostasis and shape cognition and behavior (4).

Abundant indirect evidence suggests that subjective fatigue in MS could reflect a disruption 

of interoceptive mechanisms (3, 5, 6). For instance, in healthy subjects, fatigue induced by 

inflammation correlates with hyperactivity in the insula and the ACC (7). Likewise, atrophy 

(8) and altered functional connectivity (9–12) of interoceptive regions such as the insula and 

the ACC has been repeatedly observed in multiple sclerosis patients as well as association 

between fatigue and atrophy (13) and fatigue and structural connectivity (14) of these areas. 

Compatibly, Salamone et al. have provided pioneering evidence of interoceptive alterations 

in MS at electrophysiological, neuroanatomical, and FC levels (12). These antecedents 

emphasize the potential link between body-sensing alterations (interoceptive domain) and 

disease-specific manifestations (fatigue).
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In order to empirically test this premise, we performed a systematic and multidimensional 

evaluation of interoceptive processing in MS patients with and without fatigue (F-MS and 

nF-MS, respectively), integrating behavioral and neuroimaging evidence. To measure 

neurovisceral interactions, we profited from the heartbeat detection (HBD) task, a widely 

validated method related to well-defined anatomical and functional signatures (12, 15, 16), 

in which the subject must monitor their own heartbeats. Structural and functional 

connectivity properties of key interoceptive hubs were tested by MRI and resting-state 

functional MRI.

In MS, fatigue is a critical symptom cutting across vastly heterogeneous patterns of clinical 

and brain alterations (1, 17, 18). Accordingly, and since the only difference between our 

patient groups consisted in fatigue symptoms, we predicted that the greatest differences 

between them would emerge at the behavioral level (interoceptive accuracy, and association 

of fatigue with interoception), following the pattern controls = nF-MS > F-MS. On the other 

hand, we expected to find less robust differences in neural measures (atrophy and FC), given 

that interoceptive-sensitive brain regions are also implicated in several other functions (19–

24). Accordingly, they afford less specific markers of interoceptive disturbances and, as 

such, they might discriminate each patient group from controls, but not necessarily from 

each other, following a graded pattern FMS < nF-MS < controls.

As predicted, we showed that, only F-MS patients, as opposed to nF-MS and controls, 

exhibit behavioral interoceptive deficits. Structural and functional disruptions of key 

interoceptive areas were observed in F-MS patients but only compared to controls and not to 

nF-MS. In addition, fatigue levels were associated with behavioral, structural, and FC 

disturbances. A supervised learning model using these multimodal metrics allowed 

classifying F-MS patients from nF-MS patients and healthy controls with high-performance 

(AUC = 0.92, area under de curve). Moreover, in line with our predictions, the most relevant 

feature for classification was afforded by behavioral performance, with atrophy and FC 

metrics of key interoceptive areas yielding less discriminatory contributions. Thus, our 

behavioral results suggest a link between fatigue and disrupted interceptive processing in 

MS.

Materials and methods

Participants

The study comprised 29 relapsing-remitting MS patients and 28 healthy controls. Patients 

were diagnosed by two experts (VS, FPC) based on McDonald’s criteria (25) and further 

assessed with the Expanded Disability Status Scale (26) and the Multiple Sclerosis Severity 

Score (27) (Table 1). The Ineco Frontal Screening (IFC) (28) test was employed to 

specifically assess executive functions among all groups (Table 1). Also, all participants 

completed the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS) (29), a 21-item quantitative self-report 

questionnaire on physical, cognitive, and social aspects of fatigue. MFIS scores range from 0 

to 84, with values above 37 signaling disabling levels of fatigue (14, 29). Accordingly, 

patients were divided into F-MS (n=16, mean=53.19, minimum=37, maximum=76) and nF-

MS (n=13, mean=19.85, minimum=4, maximum=32) subjects. All controls presented low 

levels of fatigue (mean=9, minimum=0, maximum=35). The three groups were matched for 
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age, gender, and education –and the patient subsamples were also matched for years since 

diagnosis (Table 1). The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee. All 

participants signed an informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Interoceptive performance: Heartbeat detection task

Given that some participants underwent the MRI session but missed the behavioral 

evaluation, the HBD task included 15 F-MS patients, 12 nF-MS patients, and 22 controls–

these groups were also matched for the abovementioned variables (Supplementary Table 1). 

Cardiac interoception was measured with a modified version of a validated HBD task (12, 

15, 16), encompassing two conditions. In the interoceptive condition (IC), aimed to assess 

inner signal monitoring, participants tapped a key to follow their own heartbeats without any 

external cues. Each participant completed two 2.5-min blocks. The IC provides a measure of 

interoceptive accuracy –the subjects’ objective performance in following their heartbeats 

(12, 15, 16). Participants were requested to respond with their dominant hand, keep their 

eyes on a fixation cross, and avoid excessive blinking and moving. An accuracy score was 

estimated for each subject based on HBD outcomes via signal detection (30) –

Supplementary material 1.1. In the exteroceptive condition (EC), a control measure of 

external monitoring skills, participants tapped a keyboard to follow binaurally presented 

heartbeats. This condition included two blocks of 2.5 min, featuring regularly timed and 

irregularly timed heartbeats, respectively.

Accuracy scores were compared among groups using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD 

test. The association between interoceptive accuracy and fatigue was examined through 

linear regression analyses. To increase behavioral variance and statistical power for the 

latter, each patient group was analyzed against the control sample, as in previous reports (15, 

31).

Image acquisition, preprocessing, and analysis

MRI acquisition and preprocessing steps are reported following the practical guide from the 

Organization for Human Brain Mapping (for specific details see Supplementary material 

1.2.1 and 1.2.2). We obtained 3D volumetric and ten-minute-long resting-state MRI 

sequences from all participants, following standard protocols (15). For FC analysis, one 

subject was excluded per group due technical problems during the acquisition.

SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping) 12 was used to estimate whole brain atrophy pattern 

and the association between fatigue and brain volume, including -total intracranial volume 

(TIV) as a covariate, (in the last, each group was analyzed together with the control sample 

(15, 31). In order to deal with multiple comparisons, we set a primary statistical threshold of 

significance at p < .001 and cluster-extent based thresholding at 50 voxels (statistically 

significant clusters on the basis of the number of contiguous voxels), a cluster size 

recommended for uncorrected thresholds (15, 16, 32). Also, as in previous resting-state 

studies (12), we analyzed the connectivity of key interoceptive areas considering six regions 

of interest (ROIs): the bilateral insula, ACC, and somatosensory cortex (SSC). To this end, 

we extracted the mean time-courses of each ROI by averaging the blood-oxygen-level-

dependent signal of all their voxels. The connectivity strength between these ROIs was 
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defined with Pearson’s correlation coefficient; this yielded fifteen values representing the 

pairwise connections of these regions. To compare these measures between groups, we 

applied a Wilcoxon rank-sum test corrected with false discovery rate (FDR) to address the 

multiple comparisons problem. Also, to examine possible associations between FC 

differences and fatigue, we performed linear regression analyses between FC levels in the 

critical ROIs and fatigue.

Multivariate analysis: supervised learning models

We set three support vector machines (SVM) to perform a pairwise classification among all 

groups using both behavioral and neuroimaging data (see Supplementary material 1.2.3).

Results

Behavioral results: HBD task

Results from the IC revealed decreased accuracy score in F-MS compared to controls and to 

nF-MS, while no significant differences were found between the latter two groups (one-way 

ANOVA: F = 7.69, df = 48, p < .001, post-hoc (Tukey): Controls vs F-MS: p < .001, 

Controls vs nF-MS: p = .77 and F-MS vs nF-MS: p < .001. Figure 1.a., Table 1). These 

results remained the same after controlling for executive functions (IFS, ANCOVA F (2,42) 

= 4.68, p =.014. Tukey’s HSD test: controls vs nF-MS: p = .94; controls vs F-MS: p = .005; 

F-MS vs nF-MS: p = .008), which discarded its influence in our findings. We also found a 

negative association between accuracy score and fatigue involving F-MS and control 

subjects (p=.01, R2=0.16, β=−0.4). By contrast, no significant association was found when 

considering nF-MS and control participants (p=.56, R2=0.01, β=−0.1) (Figure 1.b.). When 

considering F-MS and nF-MS patients, a negative association between accuracy score and 

fatigue was still present (p = .05, R2 = 0.14, β = −0.38, Supplementary Figure 1), although 

as expected it proved less strong than when considering controls and F-MS patients. No 

significant differences in interoceptive accuracy emerged among groups in the EC (Table 1), 

nor in the regression analysis (F-MS and controls: p =.3, R2 = 0.03, β = −0.17; nF-MS and 

controls: p =.23, R2 = 0.04, β = 0.2).

VBM results: Gray matter atrophy and its association with fatigue

Compared to controls, only F-MS patients showed decreased gray matter volume in 

interoceptive areas (bilateral insula, right ACC) –Figure 1.c., Supplementary Table 2. Also, 

compared to controls, both patient groups presented atrophy of the midcingulate cortex 

(MCC), although this was more pronounced in F-MS patients (bilateral in F-MS vs. left 

MCC in nF-MS). No differences in gray matter atrophy were present between nF-MS and F-

MS (Supplementary Figure 2).

The grey matter volume of key interoceptive areas (bilateral insula, ACC, MCC) was 

negatively associated with fatigue, but only when considering controls/F-MS patients. No 

such association was observed in controls/nF-MS patients (Figure 1.d. and statistical details 

in Supplementary Table 2.c.), nor in F-MS/nF-MS patients (Supplementary Figure 3).
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Functional Connectivity results

FC analyses revealed increased connectivity between the right ACC and the left insula in F-

MS compared to controls (p = .002, t = −3.1, pFDR = 0.04, Figure 1.e, Supplementary Table 

3). No connectivity differences were observed between controls and nF-MS or between F-

MS/nF-MS patients.

F-MS patients and controls had a positive association between fatigue and FC of the right 

ACC/left insula (p = .01, R2 = 0.14, β = 0.38, Figure 1.f). No association was found when 

considering controls and nF-MS patients (p = .18, R2 = 0.04, β = 0.21) or when considering 

F-MS/nF-MS patients (p = .13, R2 = 0.08, β = 0.29).

Multivariate analysis

A SVM including controls and F-MS patients achieved outstanding classification 

performance (AUC = 0.92 ± 0.12), and another one performed on F-MS and nF-MS patients 

(AUC = 0.69 ± 0.29) was just below the threshold for acceptable results (AUC > 0.7). 

Conversely, a control vs. nF-MS model (AUC=0.43 ± 0.25) suggested no discrimination 

between groups. Feature relevance analysis (Figure 1.h) revealed their relative weights: in 

the classification model considering F-MS and controls, all the three features (behavioral, 

structural, and functional) presented a large contribution, with the behavioral score providing 

the highest contribution; in the one encompassing F-MS and nF-MS, the behavioral score 

was the one that contributed the most; and finally in the model that considers controls and 

nF-MS only the gray matter volume provides critical information for the discrimination 

between both groups.

Discussion

In line with a relevant hypothesis (2, 3, 6, 12, 33), we showed that behavioral, structural, and 

functional interoceptive alterations are a hallmark of F-MS patients. Our study sheds new 

light on the neurocognitive foundations of fatigue and their link with neurovisceral 

alterations.

HBD outcomes showed that only F-MS patients presented behavioral interoceptive 

disturbances that were associated with fatigue levels. This was exclusive to the IC, as 

opposed to the EC, demonstrating that the patients’ deficit was specifically interoceptive 

rather than secondary to motor responses or general attentional disturbances. Furthermore, 

there were no differences between F-MS and nF-MS in disability and disease progression 

(Table 1, EDSS and MSSS) or in executive functioning (Table 1, IFS), which could affect 

performance in the IC given the need to coordinate disparate (interoceptive, attentionals and 

motoric) processes. Moreover, differences in IC accuracy among groups were still present 

after covarying by IFS scores. Our findings thus provide a novel cardiac interoceptive 

pathway associated with fatigue, showing that behavioral interoceptive alterations are 

specific to F-MS patients.

Compatibly, our VBM analysis revealed that, compared to controls, only F-MS patients 

showed decreased gray matter volume in the bilateral insula and in the right ACC. Moreover, 

MCC atrophy, though present in both patient groups, was more pronounced in F-MS 
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patients. Importantly, in this sample, the lower the volume of such interoceptive areas, the 

higher the reported fatigue. This specific association may explain previous reports showing 

that (a) interoceptive regions are more atrophied in MS (8, 12), and (b) atrophy in these 

areas (including the right ACC and right MCC) correlates with fatigue levels in the disease 

(34).

Also, we found that greater connectivity between the right ACC and the left insula in F-MS 

patients compared to controls, was positively associated with their levels of fatigue. 

Although previous reports have repeatedly evinced abnormal FC patterns involving the 

anterior and posterior cingulate (35–37) as well as the somatosensory cortices (37), 

alongside disruptions in relevant anatomical pathways such as the cingulate bundle (14); 

current data is heterogeneous, including both hypo-and hyper-connectivity patterns. While 

resting-state connectivity may be reduced when structural damage becomes prevalent (11), 

hyper-connectivity patterns could reflect compensatory mechanisms in initial disease stages 

(10, 12, 33, 38). Our results pave the way for further FC studies aimed to elucidate these 

patterns as a function of disease progression.

As expected, both groups of patients presented gray matter atrophy relative to the control 

group; however, the involvement of gray matter areas of interoceptive regions was exclusive 

to patients with fatigue. The absence of structural and FC differences between both patient 

samples was also expected. Given that MS is a very complex disease with high 

heterogeneity in terms of atrophy and functional connectivity alterations (17, 18), and since 

our patient groups differed only in fatigue symptoms (without differences in disability, 

disease progression, years of disease evolution, or cognitive skills), minimal or null 

differences were anticipated in the neuroanatomical comparisons between F-MS and nF-MS. 

In addition, the absence of differences at this level is supported by the fact that gray matter 

atrophy and FC of interoceptive areas are not as solid (or directly related) markers of 

interoception as the HBD measure (a task specially designed to tap this ability). In addition, 

neuroanatomical differences, for instance at the functional level, could also be masked by 

compensatory mechanisms. Therefore, the comparison of each patient group against the 

control group allowed revealing more subtle differences that could otherwise be overlooked.

Finally, our classification analysis combining behavioral, neuroanatomical, and FC features 

yielded robust classification rates between controls and F-MS (AUC = 0.92) and proper 

classification rates between F-MS and nF-MS patientes (AUC = 0.69). According to our 

previous findings, the accuracy score was the most important feature for these two 

classification models, while neuroanatomical and FC variables contributed to a lesser extent. 

This further supports the role of the behavioral index as a robust proxy for interoception in 

comparison with the other neurophisiological features. On the other hand, the classification 

performance was near chance for the model between controls and the nF-MS; this was 

expected given the absence of behavioral or functional differences between them. In this 

sense, despite the low classification rate, the characteristic that contributed the most was the 

degree of cerebral atrophy. In summary, the machine learning results support the relevance 

of the behavioral measure to discriminate F-MS patients from healthy controls and from 

patientes without fatigue, highlighting the possibility of establishing affordable and scalable 
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interoceptive tools as objective proxies of fatigue in MS. Notwithstanding, more studies are 

necessary to test the robustness of these observations.

Our work has some limitations and questions for further research. First, we used a modest 

sample size, but similar to previous research on similar topics (12, 15, 36). Second, our 

assessment of fatigue was based on self-report scales. Even though this is a standard and 

considerably consistent practice (14, 29), future works should cover other dimensions of 

fatigue such as fatigability–objective cognitive or motor decline during task performance. 

(33). Third, more studies are needed to test the role of different interoceptive dimensions in 

fatigue, such as interoceptive sensitivity and awareness (6, 15). Fourth, regarding the resting-

state fMRI preprocessing pipeline, we have used an approach similar to previous works (6, 

42, 43, 45, 46) in which brain global signal was not considered as a nuisance variable given 

that its application may remove both neural and non-neural signals and artificially introduce 

anti-correlation in connectivity results (38–40). However, future works could replicate the 

present findings under different resting-state fMRI preprocessing pipelines. In addition, 

future assessment should also tackle whether the interoceptive alterations depend on the 

disease stage and the incidence of inflammatory processes (2).

Briefly, our study provides novel support for recent models of fatigue as a case of 

interoceptive disruptions in MS (2, 3, 6, 33). Behavioral measures of interoceptive 

processing may represent objective, affordable, and scalable complements to current clinical 

assessments of fatigue in MS. Our findings could have important therapeutic implications 

(33), as mindfulness and other forms of interoceptive training may impact the patients’ 

subjective experience of fatigue. In this sense, our results might represent an empirical step 

towards a new translational research agenda on the issue.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
a. Behavioral performance in the HBD task. The asterisks indicate decreased accuracy 

score (y-axis) in F-MS compared to controls and nF-MS. Higher scores indicate better 

performance. One-way ANOVA: F = 7.69, df = 48, p<.001, post-hoc (Tukey): Controls vs F-

MS: p<.001, Controls vs nF-MS: p = .77 and F-MS vs nF-MS: p<.001. Figure 1.a., Table 1). 

b. Interoception and fatigue. Scatter plots of the association between accuracy score (y-

axis) and fatigue (x-axis), when considering controls and F-MS (left inset), and controls and 

nF-MS (right inset). Higher scores on the y-axis indicate better interoceptive accuracy, while 

higher values on the xaxis represent elevated levels of fatigue. c. Gray matter atrophy. Left 

inset: Clusters of significant grey matter volume atrophy of the bilateral insula, the right 

ACC, the bilateral MCC, the thalamus, the caudate, and the putamen of F-MS patients 

compared to controls (see also Supplementary Table 2). Right inset: Clusters of significant 

grey matter volume atrophy of the left MCC, the bilateral thalamus, the caudate, and the 

putamen of nF-MS patients compared to controls (see also Supplementary Table 2). 

Uncorrected p-value < .001, extent threshold = 50 voxels. R = right; L = left. d. Association 
between fatigue and atrophy. An inverse regression emerged between grey matter volume 

and fatigue when considering F-MS and controls (left inset, uncorrected p-value < .001, 

extent threshold = 50 voxels) but not when considering nFMS and controls or F-MS and nF-

MS (Supplementary Figure 3). Clusters of significant grey matter atrophy involve key 

interoceptive areas such as the insula, the ACC, and the MCC bilaterally, among other 

regions (Supplementary Table 2). Right inset: scatter plots of the association between grey 

matter volume of the areas of significant differences between controls and F-MS patients (y-
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axes) and fatigue (x-axes), for controls and F-MS (left, p=.001, R2=0.2, β = −0.45) and 

controls and nF-MS (right, p=.56, R2=0.01, β = −0.1). e. FC of interoceptive regions. ROI 

analysis including the insula, the ACC, and the SSC bilaterally showed increased 

connectivity between the right ACC and the left insula in F-MS compared to controls (left 

panel, p=.002, t=−3.1, pFDR=0.04). No difference in connectivity was found between 

controls and nF-MS patients (right side). f. Associations between FC and fatigue. Scatter 

plots of the association between FC (y-axes) and fatigue (x-axes) for controls and F-MS 

patients (left) and for controls and nF-MS patients (right). Higher scores on the y-axis 

indicate increased FC values, while higher values on the x-axis represent elevated levels of 

fatigue. g. Supervised learning models’ performance. Mean ROC curves of 200 iterations 

over a five-fold cross-validation for each SVM, where true positive rate (TPR or sensitivity) 

is presented along the y-axis and false positive rate (FPR or 1 – specificity) is displayed 

along the x-axis. The higher the area under the curve (AUC) score, the better the classifier’s 

performance. h. Feature relevance. Mean relative weight by feature for each SVM, 

obtained after computing their permutation importance in every iteration. Higher values 

indicate a greater contribution to classifier’s performance, while those close to zero are most 

likely to be non-informative (or irrelevant) since they do not improve differentiation between 

classes (or groups). RACC: right anterior cingulate cortex; LACC: left anterior cingulate 

cortex; RIns: right insula; LIns: left insula; RSSC: right somatosensory cortex; LSSC: left 

somatosensory cortex. GM: gray matter.
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Table 1:

Demographic, clinical information and HBD task results

Post-hoc analysis (Tukey)

Controls vs F-
MS

Controls vs nF-
MS

NF-MS vs F-
MS

F-MS nF-MS Controls χ2 p-value

Sex (n) F=14 / M=2 F=9 / M=4 F=23 / M=5 1.6 .44 - - -

F

Age (years) 42.19 (11) 36.31 
(9.42)

35.82 (11.03) 0,15 .15 - - -

Education 
(years)

17.25 (3.64) 16 (3.24) 16.89 (2.55) 0,63 .53 - - -

EDSS 1.37 (1.91) 1.04 (1.35) - - .61 - - -

MSSS 1.84 (2.64) 1.31 (1.96) - - .56 - - -

IFS 23.38 (0.53) 23.88 
(1.06)

27.23 (1.91) 14.89 p<.0001 p<.0001*** p<.0001*** p=.65

Years since 
diagnosis

11.31 (9.3) 7.92 (4.89) - - .24 - - -

IC-IA −0.49 (0.83) 0.64 (0.99) 0.55 (0.87) 7.69 .001 p<.001** p=.77 p<.001**

EC-IA 1.09 (1.56) 1.27 (1.63) 2 (1.79) 1.51 .23 - - -

Pearson’s chi-square (χ2) test was used to assess sex statistics. Age, education, interoceptive accuracy and IFS (Ineco Frontal Screening) were 
assessed using one-way ANOVAs and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD tests when necessary. Additional between-group comparisons were performed via 
unpaired t-tests –for outcomes of the EDSS (16), MSSS (severity assessed by the relationship between EDSS and disease duration (17)), and years 
of disease evolution between MS patients. Values are expressed as mean SD (standard deviation). F: female; M: male; EDSS: Expanded Disability 
Status Scale; MSSS: Multiple Sclerosis Severity Score; IC-AS: Interoceptive Condition-Accuracy Score; EC-AS: Exteroceptive Condition-
Accuracy Score. The asterisk (*) denotes a significant difference.
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